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QUESTION 1

A specialist is running Unica Campaign using Oracle WebLogic as web application server. The specialist configures
WebLogic\\'s JDBC data source for Campaign system tables and tests the data source by using "Test Configuration" or
"Test Data Source" button. Which two of the following conditions are necessary for this to be successful? 

A. The JDBC URL needs to be properly configured. 

B. The Unica .war or .ear files must be deployed and running. 

C. The JNDI name needs to be set to UA_SYSTEM_TABLES. 

D. The ODBC settings need to have been correctly configured. 

E. The classpath in the setDomainEnv script needs to be set correctly. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 2

A user is designing a Campaign flowchart. The user wants to retrieve and use a derived field which was saved in a
previous Campaign. Which of the steps below is correct to achieve this task? 

A. The user cannot retrieve derived field expressions saved in other Campaigns. 

B. Search the previous Campaign and copy the required derived field expression. 

C. Retrieve the expression from the Stored Derived fields directory from the Options menu. 

D. Retrieve the expression from the Stored Derived fields directory in a Select process box. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Unica Campaign supports which two web application servers? 

A. IBM Tivoli 

B. Caucho Resin 

C. Apache Tomcat 

D. IBM WebSphere 

E. Oracle WebLogic 

Correct Answer: DE 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator is responsible for setting up triggers for use with Unica Campaign and third party systems. The
administrator creates a synchronous outbound trigger that runs an external third party scoring mechanism. The
specialist needs to wait for the resulting scores to be produced before continuing to run the flowchart. The name of the
trigger is RunScoreProgram. What is the correct syntax to define that this is a synchronous trigger? 

A. RunScoreProgram / 

B. RunScoreProgram ? 

C. RunScoreProgram $ 

D. + RunScoreProgram 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A campaign user has come to the specialist indicating that one particular flowchart is taking too long to run, and they
need help finding the bottleneck. What are the most logical first steps to try to isolate the actual bottleneck(s)? 

A. The specialist needs to send the user a re-sizing questionnaire, since this means the user\\'s system is undersized. 

B. The specialist should request that the user monitor the performance of the database because it\\'s most likely a
database problem. 

C. The specialist needs to ask for a copy of that flowchart\\'s log file and the flowchart template file, and use it to begin
the initial assessment of thesituation. 

D. The specialist needs to ask the user a sequence of questions about all of the flowcharts such as how many records
do they select initially, howmany segment boxes do they have, and how many output records do they write per day. 

Correct Answer: C 
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